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Goals of this training set
• Set up portfolios of assets in the app with various share 

counts per asset


• Do monte carlo studies of portfolios (backtest & forecast)


• Examine pairwise correlation within portfolios


• Optimize portfolios to various criteria, using the monte 
carlo forecasts


• Check optimized portfolios via monte carlo forecasts



Prerequisites

• Training slide set 1:  model calibration and forecasting


• (Optional) Training slide set 2:  strike price considerations



Set up a portfolio
• Use EditFolio menu on first page of app (upper right)


• Or:  type ticker symbols separated by blanks (not commas or other) in the Symbols field on the top, first tab of app


• If you just type symbols, you don't get to enter share counts for your portfolio, but you can add share counts later with 
the EditFolio menu.


• Portfolios without share counts are not useful for Monte Carlo studies in this app, but they are useful for other studies 
in the app such as multi factor "alpha/beta" type models (not covered in this slide set).


• If your portfolio validate step (see slide set 1) shows a flatline "zero price" curve in the Monte Carlo tab of the app 
during backtesting, it usually means that you forgot to enter share counts.


• Use + button on upper left of EditFolio menu to add a symbol.  The EditFolio menu automatically looks up the 
company name for you when you move onto the next symbol. 


• Use the red - circles to delete items from the portfolio.


• You may set some share counts to 0 in your portfolio.  This is useful for various tasks in the app.  Negative share 
counts (e.g. shorted shares) are not yet supported.


• You can ignore the reference ETF notations for now and the notes about "left hand sides" and Eqn Form (Equation 
form).  These are for multi factor beta models.


• For this example, start by make a portfolio of SPY, QQQ, DIA each with 100 shares.


• This is not an equal dollar weight portfolio since SPY, QQQ, and DIA each have different current prices.  But let it 
suffice for this example.


• Press Done on the upper right when your portfolio is entered.  You will be prompted by a popup saying that you need 
to re-Download data for this updated portfolio.  Even if you just change share counts, you will be prompted to re-
download data.  Do this Download action (upper left button on Prices & Returns tab of app).



add more symbols

}ignore  
for now

enter symbol and  
share count

these are looked 
up for you 

for verification

close this screenpress after editing portfolio

pan sideways 
to  

select different asset 
in your folio

tap to change sort criteria

★delete a symbol

various stats of 
daily returns

★note:  you should DELETE then + add a new symbol, don't modify existing symbol, 
 or you may end up with old and new symbol after you do save / Done



Prices & Rtns for a portfolio
• The app has more features on the first screen after you Download a portfolio.


• You can scan sideways with your finger on the bottom histogram (coarse bell shaped graph) to compare the daily return distribution of all assets in 
your portfolio.


• You can tap the "sort" button above the histogram to change the sort order of this histogram collection.  Then when you pan sideways on this 
histogram, the new sort order is evident.


• In our case of 3 ETFs of "market wide" common stocks, the histograms look similar of course.


• Notations are displayed on the graph so you can compare various statistical properties of the returns distribution of each asset in your portfolio. 


• Observe the notation on the bottom of the graph N=500 (default is to use 500 trading days of data).  You can change this by changing "days backwd 
to sample" in the Monte Carlo tab of the app, which is covered in slide set 1 of this training.  Then press RunMC to regenerate these histograms.


• The meanings of the daily return stats / notations:


• mean:  ordinary definition of "average" return in the N=500 trading day period (typically close to zero)


• stdev:  standard deviation of daily returns = volatility (in the N=500 ... )


• Note:  published volatilities are often listed in annualized form.  However, our formulations in this app work best when all values are "daily."  
This is volatility of "daily return" raw data, so the numbers are much lower than published annualized volatility values.  


• Pro Tip:  It is a simple manner to annualize these values, just multiply the stdev numbers in this app by the square root of 252, which is 15.874 


• Pro Tip:  crypto trades every calendar day, so use  sqrt(365) = 19.105 for annualizing crypto volatilities from these standard deviations


• Hints:  https://www.fool.com/knowledge-center/how-to-calculate-annualized-volatility.aspx


• skew:  statistical "skew" (bullish or bearish) of a historical returns distribution: 


• https://www.evestment.com/resources/investment-statistics-guide/assessing-skewness-and-kurtosis-in-the-returns-distribution/  


• A bullish or bearish skew does not necessarily mean that this will continue into the future.


• The skew indicator is put to the left of the center of the graph if it is negative (bearish).  Vice-versa if skew is positive.


• xs kurt:  Excess kurtosis or "fatness" of the tails of the returns distribution.  A larger value here indicates more extreme daily returns.


• tail ratio:  ratio of "bullish fat tails" versus "bearish fat tails" in the returns distribution.  This tells whether extreme daily returns tend to be more 
toward the bearish side or the bullish side.  If this value is close to 1, it suggests that extreme daily values are fairly balanced out.  If this value is 
much greater than 1, it suggests that historical extreme values tilt toward the bullish side (positive) [and vice-versa for values much less than 1]




Statistics of daily returns distribution
• The app resamples raw returns data, and so does not use these daily returns statistics 

directly in its Monte Carlo random walk generation.


• However, they are provided for reference to interested investors, since they are not often 
easy to look up on web sites, as Emanuel Derman notes in his book:  


• https://www.amazon.com/Models-Behaving-Badly-Confusing-Illusion-Reality-Disaster/
dp/1439164991


• Derman notes that, to professionals, volatility is one of the most important parameters 
for an asset, and while retail-focused investor sites, apps, and tools have copious price 
history charting features, just try to look up the simple volatility for an asset on these 
sites.  Such is difficult to find.  


• Moreover, if these stats are published, they are often published for fixed time frames.


• By adjusting days backwd to sample in the Monte Carlo tab and re-running the Monte 
Carlo (RunMC button), these stats can be recomputed for any time frame.


• Wiecki of Quantopian also notes the importance they are finding of the "tail ratio" of a 
returns distribution, so we include it for future enlightenment:


• https://blog.quantopian.com/5-qs-dr-thomas-wiecki-director-data-science-quantopian/



Monte Carlo on portfolios
• If you now flip to the Monte Carlo tab of the app, you see our standard 

100 day backtest generated for this portfolio as we do for single assets.


• When the Monte Carlo random walks are generated, daily return 
correlation IS taken into account among all assets in your portfolio.  This 
is done by resampling from the "joint empirical distribution" of daily 
returns for this portfolio.


• This includes multidimensional correlation, not just pairwise correlation.


• Since our 3 assets SPY, QQQ, DIA are essentially market-wide ETFs, we 
expect a lot of correlation among them.  


• E.g. they are not the ideal portfolio, but we have to start somewhere. 



actual value of portfolio in 
the backtest period in blue

100 day default  
backtest of portfolio

share counts are considered. 
note large values  

(100 shares 
each of the 3 ETFS)

needs calibration, 
too much below 5% and 

1% curves



Tuning / calibrating / validating portfolios

• In this app, Monte Carlo forecast envelopes are 
backtested, validated, tuned, and forecasted identically 
to how single asset Monte Carlo models are tuned and 
checked (see training slide set 1).


• E.g. you can use all the tools and techniques that you 
learned in training slide set 1 for single assets.


• So let's leave tuning & validating this portfolio model as 
an exercise for now, and proceed to some of the other 
portfolio examination features of the app.



Go to the More tab of the app 
(on the bottom right of the app)
• And then select Correl 

• This is the daily returns point cloud explorer. 

• This shows pairwise correlation among assets in the portfolio (among other things).


• This screen provides a 'slice thru' of the multi dimensional daily returns point cloud of our raw daily returns 
data, and allows some geometric analysis of the returns point cloud.


• By sliding sideways (panning) on the point cloud graph with your finger, you can see correlations among all of 
your assets, two at a time.


• By panning sideways on the point cloud graph, you can see that all pairs of assets are plotted on the X and Y 
of the graph, eventually, with X and Y graphs labeled with the symbols plotted.


• The graphs are ordered from least correlated (pan left) to most correlated (pan right).


• Similar to our returns histogram on the first tab (Prices & Rtns), the time period that these graphs use is 
determined by the days backwd to sample setting in the Monte Carlo tab of the app.


• There are some 45 degree "flatline" correlations which are "like-like" correlations and are included for 
checking purposes.  These are R-square = 1 (perfect correlation) and so appear as you pan to the right on the 
point cloud graph (since we sort by R-square)



If you are lost... 
how to find 

Correl 
panel



pan sideways 
to cycle thru all 

pairwise 
correlations

DIA vs. QQQ daily returns  
500 trading days 

least correlation among our 3 
(R2 = 0.59) 

DIA vs. SPY daily returns  
500 trading days 

R2 = 0.90

Correl(ation) 
screen



Basic portfolio diversity

• To have the most diverse portfolio (given these 3 assets 
to start with) if we had to pick two of our 3 ETFs, we 
would pick DIA & QQQ (and leave out SPY) based on this 
cursory analysis.


• This is only historical correlation from the last 2 years (e.g. 
500 days)...there is no guarantee that this correlation will 
stay the same in the future.



traditional linear regression 
correlation info &  

regression line

non traditional 
geometric 

"major slope" 
analysis

linear regression can be thrown off by outliers 
so we have some geometric tools to give


alternate views of returns correlation... slightly obvious on DIA vs. SPY

hints at minimum volatility portfolios: 
narrowest geometry of the returns 
point cloud, long SPY & short DIA 

or vice versa



Let's see some real outliers:  
Portfolio change

• Go back to Prices & Rtns tab of the app / EditFolio


• Get rid of your 3 assets with the red circle - buttons, and 
add + TSLA and AAPL (any share counts you want, or 0).  


• Press Download.


• Go back to More / Correl section of the app


• The graph will look something like this...



Pro Tip 
The failure of linear correlation to accurately describe returns behavior is more obvious


in other cases (e.g. try TSLA vs. AAPL)

traditional linear regression 
correlation coeff (R2)

geometric "major slope" 
analysis 

maximum volatility  
combo, mostly TSLA 

a bit of APPL

slope = 9.5 slope = 0.61

~minimum volatility 
for this pairwise combo 

consists of being short somewhat 
in TSLA and long AAPL 

(in this historical 500 day period 

Or:  Short AAPL a lot,  
and long TSLA a little.



100% AAPL long (+X)100% AAPL short

100% TSLA long (+Y)

100% TLSA short (-Y)

a 45 degree line in 1st quadrant 
represents a dollar equal portfolio of 

50% AAPL / TSLA long 

45deg = 50/50 split long 
by dollars not shares

We can visualize 
pairwise portfolios 

in this returns space 
by a radial line 
from the center 

If you imagine this 
radial line sweeping 

in a 360 circle 
like a "radar scope", 

every angle of 
the line describes 

a dollar split 
between these 

2 assets, including 
shorted situations



various geometric analysis tools 
for pairwise point clouds

100% AAPL

the simple geometric visualizer 
tools indicate that a portfolio 

of pure AAPL had large bullish skew and  
fat tails (extreme values), also notable 

in the raw data points 
(versus other combos of TSLA + AAPL) 

in this historical period

See app version release notes 
in the app store for more 

detailed descriptions 
of these visualization tools

Daily returns point cloud visualizer tools

provide a different view of the same 

data that you look at with chart analysis tools

press for more info  
on these tools



Let's double check via an 
inverse ETF

• Go back to Prices & Rtns tab / EditFolio upper right.


• Get rid of TLSA and AAPL with red circle - buttons, add + SPY 
and SH 


• Start with 100 shares each (this is not equal dollar weighted, 
which we will correct in a moment).


• (SH = inverse SPY ETF)


• ★ Don't forget to Download


• Go back to the More / Correl screen



SPY versus its 
inverse ETF SH 
correlation plot

SH does a pretty good  
job tracking the inverse 

return behavior of SPY but 
not exactlysince this is returns 


in percent, 
not dollars, 

the slope should be  
almost -1.0, even 
though we are not 

dollar weighed equally 
in our folio

takeaway: 

this Correl section of the app 
does not take 

into account dollars or share  
counts, only daily returns 

in percentages



Now go to the Monte Carlo 
tab and show the Plot

Since our portfolio has 100  
shares each of SPY & SH (it's inverse) 
and SPY & SH have different prices, 

we don't see a flatline as expected for inverses 

Takeaway: 

The Monte Carlo chart DOES take into 
account share counts. 



Exercise:   
equal dollar-weight our portfolio manually

• We will just use the current price of SPY & SH and not bother to look 
back in time even though this is a backtest, just to get a feel for an 
equally weighted portfolio.


• (Look up current prices yourself if you are doing this yourself):


• SPY = $279.34


• SH = $27.98     e.g. about 1/10 of SPY


• So we will use 100 shares SH and 10 shares SPY 

• Be sure to press Download after you change share counts


• Go to Monte Carlo tab.



with SPY & SH dollar-equalized, 
our Monte Carlo backtest 
shows that our portfolio 

value stays almost constant 
as expected 

The inverse ETF SH cancels 
out the ETF SPY 

The envelope is very narrow 
vertically, almost not visible 

on this graph.



Intro to  
Portfolio Optimization

• Now let's try some optimization to various targets.


• Go back and set up our basic portfolio of SPY, QQQ, and DIA 100 shares each.


• ★ In real use, you should calibrate / validate the Monte Carlo model before you do portfolio 
optimization, because we use the Monte Carlo forecasts during the optimization.


• It may not be a good idea to optimize a portfolio using a non-validated model.


• The optimizer tries to optimize for future states, as predicted by our model.


• We have shown by counterexample how poor a Monte Carlo forecast can be if we don't do at least 
some cursory backtesting and tuning of the model.


• But for now, we will proceed with our default non-tuned Monte Carlo model, assuming it is tuned and 
validated properly.


• We use the Monte Carlo model to optimize upon, so we have to set up the Monte Carlo study to the 
time period we want to optimize for.



Set up for forecasted 
optimization

• In the Monte Carlo tab, set days withheld to 0 (we want a 
forecast into the future), and choose how many days 
forward we want to optimize for.  Let's do 3 months again 
(our 63 trading days as in training slide set 1).

you should see 
a flatline blue 

curve indicating 
a forecast

don't forget 
to run 
after  

changing 
settings

this blue value 
should be  

your actual 
portfolio value 

now...$71277 here 
(yours will vary)



find the Optimize feature in 
the More tab of the app

this should match 
your current portfolio 

value (flatline blue curve) 
on Monte Carlo plot

} these 
set your 

optimization 
targets

starts 
the  

optimization

This is to remind us that we are forecasting... 
should be 0 for forecasting!

If on the Monte Carlo tab we had days withheld set to  
non-zero, we will be optimizing on a backtest...  

which may have its uses, but is not our current concern.



Let's leave the optimization targets at 
their defaults and try to make a run

• ★ Press Solve Now

results... 

the optimizer 
finds SHARE COUNTS 

to try to 
best achieve 
the objective 

that you specify

you can ask the  
system to save  
this as your new  
share counts in  

Edit Folio 

let's not do this yet

these values indicate 
estimated portfolio values 

at given risk levels 
at our 3 months forward, 

with the new solved portfolio 
counts

the answer may not be 
unique... 

if you run again, you may 
get similar output values 
but different share counts



default setting is to try to "push up" 
the 5th percentile price estimate 

90 days forward to  
reduce downside risk

our nominal 50th percentile estimate 
90 days fwd is 

larger than our starting value ... good.

the model forecasts  
that, even after optimization, 

we could lose 
a lot (at 5% probability  

1 in 20 chance)  
in 3 months 

this could be because 
our 3 assets in this folio 

are largely correlated 

if we get lucky... 
5% or 1 in 20 chance 
we may "make good" 
in this 3 month period 

with the new share  
counts

Optimization w/ default settings 
...discussion...



Tweaking the target
this slider controls how much 

we try to reduce the  
overall variance 
of the portfolio  

at that future 3 month  
target

we are saying we put 50% of the 
optimization weight on pushing 
up the low end (5% risk value) 

and 50% of the weight on 
minimizing the variance of 

our final estimate 

more variance allowance when our "other" target 
is the low 5% risk value 

suggests that we might possibly 
hit that 50% or 95% chance 
target if things go our way



A more bullish target
let's have the optimizer  

now try to push up 
the 1 in 20 chance of 

a big gain

we will leave this  
slider as-is to give some  

down-side protection

after solve: a different mix  
was found,  

more weighted toward QQQ

Let's compare to prior...

Let's assume 
we are super  

confident. 

Aim for the stars! 

Of course 
we will win! 

(And assume 
we have  
sufficient  
capital 

to  
cover any possible 

[cough] losses.)



orig:  push up 5th percentile new:  push up 95th percentile

5% risk value did not get much worse!

50% got a  
bit better 

95% got better

We got higher upside 
 and didn't lose much 

on the downside  
with this share  
count setup... 

maybe this is a better portfolio?



Let's say we like this solution,  
press Save

The optimizer works with fractional shares, 
but most retail investors can't do this, 
so we have round/truncate options.

If we then open 
up our EditFolio, 

we see the new share counts.

Note: symbol order may be different in optimizer versus in the Edit Folio screen. 



New portfolio check
When we have our new portfolio share counts, 


we can re-run our portfolio Monte Carlo and check targets.

If there are discrepancies, we may need to increase Monte Carlo run count and


re-run the optimizer until we are satisfied with the consistency of the result. 

drag top slider to 95% 
to check 95% value

50th percent  
value is bright green

drag this slider all the way  
to the right since 

that is what we optimized for 

5th percent value is 
magenta

--> 95th percent value pretty close, 50th/5th values off by a few hundred $$,  
probably should increase Monte Carlo run count and re-optimize.  (Left to the reader as an exercise).

since we rounded down to nearest  
integer share count when 
saving new share counts,  
initial value is slightly less



Optimizer visual targets 
what we finally did was have the optimizer  

try to push up this 
A) 95th percentile value...

} ...while also trying to  
minimize 

B) this variance between 
5th and 95th values

which has the effect of 
pulling up the 5th 

and 50th percentile values also

note:  the optimizer currently 
does not allow the  

1% risk value as a direct 
target (e.g. extreme risk aversion) 

maybe in a future release

The balance  
between A) & B)  
when optimizing 

is set by this slider



Lessons learned
• By setting up various optimization targets, you can explore how 

different portfolio share counts might behave in the future, based upon 
the Monte Carlo forecasting model, without going through them one by 
one in EditFolio.


• You can test your current portfolio weights in this optimizer and project 
it into the future to see if this optimizer tool might give you some 
alternate portfolio weights to think about.


• The optimizer does take into account historical correlation among 
assets in your portfolio, since it uses your Monte Carlo model, which 
also takes into account this correlation.


• This optimizer only gives portfolio IDEAS; always consult a professional 
investment advisor when making investment decisions!



Optimizer hints
If you have a lot of assets in your  

EditFolio screen and you see the forward value numbers 
still ticking when the optimizer stops, increase maxiter


and press Solve now again

The optimizer does not try to short shares  
(e.g. negative share counts) due to the 

additional complexity 
of shorting as related to the individual investor. 

To get the equivalent of short shares,  
try inverse ETFs where applicable. 

The optimizer only looks at share price forward 
estimates, and does not include dividends 

in its calculations. 



Optimizer hints (con't)
To get further refinements, increase the Monte Carlo run count before optimizing. 

Press RunMC as per usual.  Then optimize.



• When the optimizer shuffles the share counts around as it 
is trying different combinations and projecting them into 
the future via the Monte Carlo envelope, it attempts to 
maintain the same initial portfolio value.  


• E.g. The initial portfolio value is a "constraint" on the 
optimization.

Optimizer hints (con't)


